
orph ToolKit is a collection of
plug-ins designed to make
working with morphs easier. 
Consisting of Attach-O-Matic,

Copy-O-Matic and Link-O-Matic, these tools
can be used together to help you save time
setting up your models for morphing. 

Attach-O-Matic is a Compound Object that
allows you to perform additional modelling on
top of the morph modifier without affecting the
animation and deformations further down in
the stack. For example, you can attach and

weld a morphing head to a non-morphing
body while still being able to access the
modifier stacks of the individual objects. This
saves time and memory as you won’t need to
include the entire body as a morph target. 

Copy-O-Matic allows you to copy vertex
selections and positions from one object to
another, and can mirror these selections so
you only need to deform half of an object – the
plug-in will automatically transpose this info
onto the copied selection area. 

Link-O-Matic constrains additional objects
to vertices of other objects. It would come in
very handy for binding teeth and gums to the
chin of your head mesh, or not having to
include the eyes in your head’s morph targets,
therefore cutting down on calculation time. 

These plug-ins are worthwhile individually,
yet the low price tag makes them invaluable,
especially as you can use them straight out of
the box and not have to re-work your scene to
accommodate them. �

axVR.qt 2 is built on Cebas’
previous VR product, with a
free upgrade available if you
purchased R1 after February

this year. But with version 1’s features still
included, why upgrade – or buy it? The answer
is simple. With the improvements in QuickTime
VR, Cebas have taken its existing product,
modified it and included all the new features
now available. 

As before, creating Object and Scene VR is
as easy as clicking on a render button! With
the addition of hotspots, Cebas have
introduced multiple VR environments that can
be linked together to create an environment
that you can almost walk around. Setting this
up is relatively straightforward. Hotspot objects
are assigned an ID, which the VR utility then
reads and allows you to link with a resulting
camera. You can even use hotspots to fire off
external HTML pages. The code is generated
automatically at render time, and links the
.mov file to the HTML. This code can thus be
embedded into a Web page. 

Object VR creation also remains as simple
as it was previously. Some of the the plug-in’s

parameters may look daunting to begin with,
but after a quick skim over the online help,
you’ll be able to create QuickTime VR in a
matter of minutes. �

MINIMUM SYSTEM
>> Any system capable of
running 3ds max 4.2

MAIN FEATURES
>> Hotspots using 

Object IDs
>> Multi camera support
>> Pre-rendered anim to

Object VR
>> Smooth Panoramic VR

PROS
>> Smooth playback
>> Links to external 

web pages
>> Ease of use
>> Video > VRObj feature

CONS
>> Object VR can result in

high render times
>> File sizes generated can

be too high for the Web

MINIMUM SYSTEM
>> Any system capable of

running 3ds max 4.2

MAIN FEATURES
>> Attach static objects 

to morphing objects
>> Link objects to

morphing objects’
vertices

>> Stack maintenance
>> Copy and mirror vertex

selections across
meshes

PROS
>> Simple to use
>> Cuts time setting up

links and morph targets
>> Can weld non-morphing

to morphing objects

CONS
>> Some slight instability

issues with very high
polygon models
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RANGE OF FEATURES 9

VALUE FOR MONEY 9

VERDICT 9

Spending too long setting up your models for morphing? Look no further... BY PETE DRAPER
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QuickTime VR made easier than ever before. BY PETE DRAPER

Morph ToolKit

[01] With Copy-O-Matic you can copy and mirror
vertex selections across meshes to reduce
modelling time when setting up morph targets.

[02] Link-O-Matic’s controller lets you link static
objects to multiple morphing vertices while
using additional vertices as pivot points.01
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3ds max plug-ins: Review
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RANGE OF FEATURES 8

VALUE FOR MONEY 9

VERDICT 8[01] Multiple cameras and hotspots can be
utilised within the 3ds max scene to create a
virtual walkthrough of an environment.

[02] Full 360-degree object VR can be created
in a few mouse clicks. 
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